Cohesion CO-12

Large Scale Reference Loudspeaker System
Features
Â Reference-quality large format

Applications
Â Arena/Stadium Concerts

system

Â Festivals

Â

Light Weight

Â Large scale Theater Productions

Â

True Full Range Response

Â Large Corporate or Broadcast

(35Hz-20KHz)
Â

events

Precise, adjustable horizontal and

Â Maximum output Sidefill

vertical pattern control

Â Delay Towers

Â

Extremely high output

Â

Industry-best durability, longevity,
and weather resistance

Â

Seamless integration with CP
Series subs and CO-8 Systems

The Cohesion 12™ loudspeaker system represents the next generation of versatile,
reference quality concert loudspeakers. Unlike previous-generation loudspeaker
systems, the Cohesion 12 combines industry-leading cabinet design and construction
with advanced technology transducers, resulting in higher power, lighter weight, and
extremely accurate pattern control. The result is a system that delivers incredibly
powerful, smooth audio to every seat, while also maximizing operational efficiency.
The CO-12 low frequency section contains two high efficiency, long excursion
neodymium cone transducers in optimally tuned, vented enclosures.
Careful
attention has been paid to the enclosure design to eliminate standing waves and
unwanted resonances, while minimizing weight and still preserving maximum rigidity.
The ports have been specially optimized to reduce port noise and compression. The
result is impressive low frequency extension and output capability, which reduces
the need for separate sub-bass loudspeakers compared to other systems of this size.
The midrange section features specially designed neodymium, high efficiency
midrange transducers coupled to a Boundary-Element-Analysis optimized coaxial
horn system. The horn offers extremely precise 80 or 120 degree constant
horizontal beamwidth for unmatched pattern control and efficiency over its entire
operating range.
The high frequency section’s advanced compression drivers are mated to a
proprietary waveguide system feeding the same horn as the midrange. Their
innovative diaphragm technology virtually eliminates break-up distortion within the
audible range, resulting in very smooth extended response without the harshness
associated with traditional devices. The high frequency vertical pattern has been
mathematically optimized for ideal behavior within the array.
Designed to withstand the rigors of the road, the Cohesion 12 is constructed of the
finest marine grade Finland birch plywood. A foam-backed aluminum grille and
weather treated components ensure reliability in the harshest environmental
conditions, and a multi-step epoxy paint process provides a durable, attractive finish.
As with all Clair loudspeaker products, the Cohesion 12 is designed, engineered,
and made with pride in the USA.
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Clair Cohesion 12™ 16-enclosure array
Shown with Top Grid and optional Top Grid Slider

Cohesion CO-12

Specifications, Dimensions, & Accessories

Type

Full Range Vertical Array Loudspeaker

Applications

Concert Sound, Stadiums, Arenas,
Amphitheaters, Theaters

Rigging Hardware

Proprietary Clair 3-Point Rigging
0-10 Degree Vertical

Maximum Array Size

Up to 20 CO-12 enclosures in any
single column

Compatible Subs

Clair COHESION CP-218
Clair COHESION CP-118

Amplification

Clair StakRak™ or PakRak™

Processing

Proprietary Clair/LAKE®

Software

Clair/AFMG Ease Focus™ Array
Configuration/Optimization Software
Clair Lake Control® System Controller

Frequency Response
(-10dB)

35Hz-20KHz

Coverage Pattern

H: 80˚ (Standard), 120˚ (Optional)
V: Configuration Dependent

Construction

Premium multi-ply Finland marine
plywood with proprietary multistep epoxy paint process

Connectors

(1) EP-8 Male

Weight, CO-12/80 ͦ
Weight, CO-12/120 ͦ
Weight, Top Grid
Weight, Dolly Tray

132 lb (59.9 Kg)
135 lb (61.2 Kg)
100 lb (45.5 Kg)
43 lb (19.6 Kg)

Dimensions

14.00"(h) x 45.0"(w) x 22.0"(d)
356 x 1145 x 559mm

Transporation

Removable heavy duty dolly tray
for up to four CO12 enclosures
Optional padded transport cover

Dimensional Data

Accessories
#465600

Top Grid for rigging up to 20 CO-12 Loudspeakers

#455027

COHESION EP-8 Fanout for Clair Hi-D Cabling System

#465601

Top Grid Extension/Slider for #465600 Grid

#465605

Transport Dolly for up to 4 CO-12 Loudspeakers

#432140

SmartGrid Laser/Inclinometer Module for #465600 Grid

#465606

Padded Transport Cover for 4 CO-12 Loudspeakers

#465720

Rigging Delta Plate

#465607

120 Degree Horn Insert for CO-12

#465602

CO-12 Bottom Pullback Bar Assembly

#381289

Spares Kit, CO-12
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Cohesion CO-10

Flexible Reference Loudspeaker System
Features
Â Reference-quality large format

Applications
Â Arena/Stadium Concerts

system

Â Festivals

Â

Light Weight

Â Large scale Theater Productions

Â

True Full Range Response

Â Large Corporate or Broadcast

(35Hz-20KHz)
Â

events

Precise, adjustable horizontal and

Â On Stage Sidefill

vertical pattern control

Â Delay Systems

Â

High output

Â

Industry-best durability, longevity,
and weather resistance

Â

Seamless integration with other
Cohesion series products

The Cohesion 10™ loudspeaker system represents the next generation of versatile,
reference quality concert loudspeakers. Unlike previous-generation loudspeaker
systems, the Cohesion 10 combines industry-leading cabinet design and construction
with advanced technology transducers, resulting in higher power, lighter weight, and
accurate pattern control. The result is a system that delivers powerful, smooth
audio to every seat, while also maximizing operational efficiency.
The CO-10 low frequency section contains two high efficiency, long excursion
neodymium cone transducers in optimally tuned, vented enclosures.
Careful
attention has been paid to the enclosure design to eliminate standing waves and
unwanted resonances, while minimizing weight and still preserving maximum rigidity.
The ports have been specially optimized to reduce port noise and compression. The
result is impressive low frequency extension and output capability, which reduces
the need for separate sub-bass loudspeakers compared to other systems of this size.
The midrange section features a proprietary neodymium, high efficiency midrange
transducer coupled to a Boundary-Element-Analysis optimized coaxial horn system.
The horn offers consistent 80 or 120 degree constant horizontal beamwidth for
unmatched pattern control and efficiency over its entire operating range.
The high frequency section’s advanced compression driver is mated to a proprietary
waveguide system feeding the same horn as the midrange. Innovative diaphragm
technology virtually eliminates break-up distortion within the audible range, resulting
in very smooth extended response without the harshness associated with traditional
devices. The high frequency vertical pattern has been mathematically optimized for
ideal behavior within the array.
Designed to withstand the rigors of the road, the Cohesion 10 is constructed of the
finest marine grade Finland birch plywood. A foam-backed aluminum grille and
weather treated components ensure reliability in the harshest environmental
conditions, and a multi-step epoxy paint process provides a durable, attractive finish.
As with all Clair loudspeaker products, the Cohesion 10 is designed, engineered,
and made with pride in the USA.
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Cohesion CO-10

Specifications, Dimensions, & Accessories

Type

Full Range Vertical Array Loudspeaker

Applications

Concert Sound, Stadiums, Arenas,
Amphitheaters, Theaters

Rigging Hardware

Proprietary Clair Rigging
0-10 Degree Vertical

Maximum Array Size

Up to 20 CO-10 enclosures in any
single column

Compatible Subs

Clair COHESION CP-218
Clair COHESION CP-118

Amplification

Clair StakRak™ and PakRak™

Processing

Proprietary Clair/LAKE®

Software

Clair/AFMG Ease Focus™ Array
Configuration/Optimization Software

Frequency Response
(-10dB)

35Hz-20KHz

Coverage Pattern

H: 80˚ (Standard), 120˚ (Optional)
V: Configuration Dependent

Construction

Premium multi-ply Finland marine
plywood with proprietary multistep epoxy paint process

Connectors

(1) EP-8 Male, (1) EP-8 Female

Weight (Single)

80 Deg: 102 lb (46.4 Kg)
120 Deg: 105 lb (47.7 Kg)

Dimensions

11.25"(h) x 35.5"(w) x 22.0"(d)
286 x 902 x 559mm

Transporation

Removable heavy duty dolly tray
for up to six CO10 enclosures
Optional padded transport cover

Clair Lake Control® System Controller

Dimensional Data

Transport Configurations

441 LB
(200 Kg)

632 LB
(287 Kg)

645 LB
(293 Kg)
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COHESION 8

Micro Line Array Loudspeaker
The Cohesion 8 represents the latest generation of compact, high
output line array systems. Designed for a variety of uses, CO-8
combines very high output, flexible coverage, and premium sound
quality into an extremely compact package. The CO-8's diminutive size
allows for a high degree of flexibility when integrating into virtually any
application.
The CO-8 loudspeaker contains two dual voice coil, high excursion 8"
drivers in optimized, vented enclosures for powerful low frequency
response and headroom. A single 4" diaphragm, 1.5" exit compression
driver mated to a proprietary Clair waveguide provides unmatched high
frequency headroom when compared to other loudspeakers in its class.
Three horizontal coverage options allow for maximum flexibility in any
application.
Cohesion 8 systems can easily be integrated with Clair sub-bass
loudspeakers when additional low frequency output or extension is
desired, however, the impressive low frequency headroom of the CO-8
often reduces or eliminates the need for separate sub-bass systems in
certain applications.
EASE Focus2™ alignment software, combined with Clair’s proprietary
AlignArray™ rigging, provides unrivaled speed, safety, and efficiency to
minimize set-up and tear-down times. Vertical angle adjustments are
available in precise one degree increments. Up to 24 CO-8 cabinets
can be flown in a single column, and a variety of accessories and
mounting options are available for maximum flexibility.
Designed to withstand the rigors of the road, the Cohesion 8 is
constructed of the finest marine grade Finland birch plywood. A foam
backed aluminum grille and weather treated components ensure
reliability in the harshest environmental conditions, and a multi-step
epoxy paint process provides a durable, attractive finish.
As with all Clair loudspeaker products, the Cohesion 8 is designed,
engineered, and made with pride in the USA.

Cohesion 8 Technical Data
Type

Three way vertical array loudspeaker

Applications

Theaters, small arenas, sheds, side hangs, front fill

Rigging Hardware

Proprietary Clair AlignArray 3-Point rigging
Adjustable in 1˚ increments

Accessories

#384482 Adjustable angle pole mount (+/- 18 degrees)
#384491 Truss Cheeseborough clamp (max of two CO-8)
#384495 Yoke assembly (max of four CO-8)

Maximum Array

Up to 24 CO-8 loudspeakers in any single column*

Compatible Subs

Clair Cohesion CP-218 and CP-118

Amplification

Clair StakRak™ with Lab.Gruppen PLM20000Q

Processing

Proprietary Clair/LAKE®
Presets available for multiple system configurations

Software

EASE Focus2 array configuration software
Clair Lake Control® wireless system controller

Transportation

Frequency Response 55Hz-18KHz (+/-3dB)
50Hz (-10dB)

Consult CLAIR Rigging and Mechanical Specs for more information

Coverage Pattern

H: 120˚ (Std), 80˚ or 160˚ (Optional)
V: 12˚

Components

LF: (1) 8", neodymium, dual voice coil
MF: (1) 8", neodymium, dual voice coil
HF: (1) 1.5" exit, 4" diaphragm neodymium

Power Rating
(RMS/Peak)

LF: 400w / 1600w
LMF: 400w / 1600w
HF: 75w / 300w

Construction

Premium multi-ply Finland marine plywood
Proprietary multi-step epoxy paint process

Connectors

(1) EP-8 male
(1) EP-8 female

Weight

53lbs (24.04 Kg)

Dimensions

9.00"(h) x 26.25"(w) x 18.5"(d)
229mm x 667mm x 470mm

Removable heavy duty dolly tray for up to 6 cabinets
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Cohesion CP-6
Self Powered Loudspeaker
The Cohesion Series CP-6™ self-powered point source loudspeaker
system provides large system performance in a compact package.
The CP-6 is equally well suited for large-venue front or spot fill,
corporate and theatrical reinforcement, or high accuracy nearfield
monitoring.
The CP-6 features dual 6.5" long-excursion, neodymium low
frequency transducers in optimally tuned, vented enclosures. The
transducers are individually powered and processed for maximum
headroom and pattern control optimization.
The high frequency section comprises a single 1.7" voice coil
compression driver mated to a variety of horn options. Optimized
using advanced Boundary Element Analysis methods and crafted out
of solid wood, all CP-6 horn options provide exceptionally linear
acoustic response while maintaining precise pattern control
throughout their operating range. All horn options are rotatable for
maximum speaker placement and coverage flexibility.
The internal three-channel amplifier provides exceptional headroom,
while the internal digital signal processor contains presets optimized
for a variety of unique usage conditions. The amplifier module is
forced air cooled and is well protected from the elements, to ensure
reliability in the harshest operating environments. The amplifier
module is field-swappable in the unlikely event of a failure.
A full line of mounting and rigging accessories allow for excellent
placement versatility and seamless integration with any design. Road
cases are available in multiples of four or nine units.
Designed to withstand the rigors of the road, the CP-6 is constructed
of the finest marine grade Finland birch plywood. The enclosure and
components are engineered for rock-solid rigidity without adding
unnecessary weight. A foam backed, aluminum grille and weather
treated transducers ensure reliability in harsh environmental
conditions.
As with all Clair loudspeaker products, the CP-6 is designed,
engineered, and made with pride in the USA.

CP-6 Technical Data
Type

Compact Self-Powered Loudspeaker

Frequency Response

65Hz-20KHz (+/-3dB)
(Full Range Mode)

Applications

Corporate/Theater
Front & Spot Fill
Nearfield Monitors

Coverage Pattern (Rotatable)
(Optional)

120˚x 60˚
80˚x 60˚

Rigging Hardware

Universal mounting points for a variety of accessories
*See CP-6 Rigging Guide for details

Components

LF: (2) 6.5", neodymium
HF: (1) 1.7" diaphragm

Compatible With

All Clair loudspeaker systems
Clair Cohesion series subs

Power Rating

3 Channel, 2800w total

Connectors

Amplification

Self-Powered

(1) Powercon TRUE1 In/Thru
XLR In/Thru

Processing

Internal DSP
Presets for multiple configurations

AC Power

100-240V AC 50/60 HZ
Power Factor Corrected

Transportation

Cases for (4) or (9) CP-6 loudspeakers

Weight

32 lb (14.6 Kg)

Construction

Premium multi-ply Finland marine plywood enclosure
Proprietary multi-step epoxy paint process

Dimensions

7.375"(h) x 23.0"(w) x 12.75"(d)
188 x 584 x 324 mm
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COHESION 218

CP-218 Self-Powered High Output Subwoofer

The Cohesion Series CP-218™ self-powered sub bass loudspeaker
represents the latest in a new generation of Clair ultra high output
subwoofers. The highest power subwoofer currently available, the CP218 contains an integrated 9,000W amplifier driving two neodymium 18"
extremely high power drivers with 80mm excursion capability. The
combination of amplifier, transducers, and the precisely tuned, optimized
enclosure results in an unprecedented amount of output and extension.
The CP-218 is the ideal subwoofer for use anywhere incredible low
frequency power and extension is required. The advanced amplification
and DSP system provides unmatched power output, while also
maintaining highly accurate control of the transducers. Because the
amplifier is located within the loudspeaker enclosure, power and damping
factor losses due to speaker cable length are nonexistent.
Unique enclosure construction with integrated four-corner rigging
hardware allows for multiple flown and stacked configurations. The
rectangular enclosure can be operated in a variety of configurations,
including cardioid and end fire stacks.*
The internal amplifier is well protected against shock, dust, and moisture.
Integrated DSP processing, along with proprietary pressure-feedback
technology ensures linear, consistent, and reliable performance at even
the most punishing drive levels. The CP-218 is worldwide voltage
compatible and features power factor correction for high energy
efficiency. The amplifier and associated electronics are housed in a self
contained, field-replaceable module.
Designed to withstand the rigors of the road, the CP-218 is constructed
of the finest marine grade Finland birch plywood and aircraft grade
aluminum. The extensively braced enclosure is engineered for rock-solid
rigidity without adding unnecessary weight. A heavy duty steel grille and
weather resistant 18" speakers ensure reliability in harsh environmental
conditions, and a multi-step epoxy paint process provides a durable,
attractive finish.
As with all Clair loudspeaker products, the CP-218 is designed,
engineered, and made with pride in the USA.
* Consult CLAIR Subwoofer Array Guide for more information.

CP-218
Technical
Technical
Data Data
Type

Self-Powered Subwoofer

Applications

Concert Sound, Stadiums, Arenas, Amphitheaters,
Corporate Events, Theaters
Flyable / Stackable

Rigging Hardware

Aluminum corner extrusion with Clair classic hardware

Max. Array Size

Frequency Response 29Hz-80Hz (+/-3dB)
24Hz (-10dB)
Coverage Pattern

Configuration and array size dependent

Components

(2) 18" proprietary neodymium
80mm peak excursion capability

Consult CLAIR for more information

Power Output

9,000w maximum

Compatible With

All Clair loudspeaker systems

Construction

Amplification

One channel integrated Class D Amplifier with DSP
Energy Recycling, Power Factor Corrected

Premium multi-ply Finland marine plywood and
aircraft aluminum enclosure, extensively braced
Proprietary multi-step epoxy paint process

Cooling

Multi-stage temperature controlled fan cooling

Connectors

XLR analog input/link
Neutrik PowerCON in/link

Processing

Built-in DSP
System Presets available for multiple configurations

AC Power

90-264VAC, 50-60Hz, 20 amps

Software

Ease Focus2 Array Configuration Software
Clair Lake Control® wireless system controller

Weight

287 lb (130.5 Kg)

Dimensions

Transportation

Removable heavy duty aluminum wheel dolly extrusions
Can be transported horizontally or vertically

21.9"(h) x 47.6"(w) x 31.75"(d)
557 x 1210 x 807 mm
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COHESION 118

CP-118 Self-Powered Compact Subwoofer

The Cohesion Series CP-118™ self-powered sub bass loudspeaker
represents the new generation of Clair ultra high output, reference
quality subwoofers. An integrated 8,500w amplifier provides unmatched
headroom, driving a neodymium 18" extremely high power driver with
80mm peak-to-peak excursion capability. The combination of amplifier,
18" speaker, and the precisely tuned, optimized enclosure results in a
staggering amount of output and extension in a very compact size.
The CP-118 is the ideal subwoofer for use anywhere maximum low
frequency power and extension are required with a minimum footprint.
Especially suited for high power stage monitoring, the CP-118 can be
seamlessly integrated with any Clair stage or main loudspeaker system.
Designed with ergonomics in mind, the CP-118 features unique cabinet
construction with four integrated corner handles and a quick-attach
caster frame. The rectangular enclosure incorporates rubber stacking
corner blocks for an extra measure of safety and flexibility in a variety of
configurations, including cardioid and end fire stacks*.
The internal amplifier is well protected against shock, dust, and moisture.
Integrated DSP processing, along with proprietary pressure-feedback
technology ensures linear, consistent, and reliable performance at even
the most punishing drive levels. The CP-118 is worldwide voltage
compatible and features power factor correction for high energy
efficiency. The amplifier and associated electronics are housed in a self
contained, field-replaceable module.
Designed to withstand the rigors of the road, the CP-118 is constructed
of the finest marine grade Finland Birch plywood. The extensively braced
enclosure is engineered for rock-solid rigidity without adding unnecessary
weight. A foam-backed, heavy gauge aluminum grille and weather
resistant 18" speaker ensure reliability in harsh environmental conditions,
and a multi-step epoxy paint process provides a durable, attractive finish.
As with all Clair loudspeaker products, the CP-118 is designed,
engineered, and made with pride in the USA.

* Consult CLAIR Subwoofer Array Guide for more information.

CP-118 Technical Data
Type

Self-powered subwoofer

Applications

On-stage monitoring, compact systems, corporate
systems

Rigging Hardware

Stackable only. Integrated pole socket.

Compatible With

All Clair loudspeaker systems

Amplification

Built-in Class D amplifier with DSP
Power Factor Correction, energy recycling

Cooling

Variable speed fans with multi-stage air filtration

Processing
Transportation
Connectors

Frequency Response 29Hz-80Hz (+/-3dB)
24Hz (-10dB)
Coverage Pattern

H: N/A
V: N/A

Components

LF: Proprietary 18" neodymium
80mm excursion capability

Power Output

8,500w

Construction

Built-in DSP
System Presets available for multiple configurations

Premium multi-ply Finland marine plywood
enclosure, extensively braced
Proprietary multi-step epoxy paint process

Weight

Removable quick-attach caster frame
Optional padded nylon transport cover

130 lb (59.1 Kg)
150 lb (68.2 Kg) including caster frame

Dimensions

28.5"(h) x 19.9"(w) x 22.5"(d)
724 x 505 x 572 mm

AC Power

90-264VAC, 50-60 Hz Auto-Sensing

XLR analog input/link
EP-4F slave subwoofer output
Neutrik™ PowerCON® input/link
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COHESION CM-22
High Output Stage Monitor
The Cohesion Series CM-22™ stage monitor represents the latest in
a new generation of Clair ultra high output stage monitors. Building
on decades of concert touring experience, Clair has drawn on its
unequaled lineage of the best floor monitors in concert audio for the
design of the CM-22.
The CM-22 features dual 12" long-excursion, dual voice coil low
frequency transducers in an optimally tuned, ported enclosure.
Special attention has been given to the floor coupled ports to provide
unparalleled low frequency impact and extension while minimizing
port noise and compression, allowing the CM-22 to faithfully
reproduce kick drum, bass guitar, and electronic music often without
the need for additional subwoofer enclosures.
The high frequency section comprises a 1.5" exit, 4" pure titanium
diaphragm compression driver mated to a proprietary horn.
Optimized using advanced Finite Element Analysis methods and
crafted out of solid wood, the CM-22 horn provides exceptionally
linear acoustic response while maintaining ultra-precise horizontal and
vertical pattern control.
The CM-22 is optimized to be used in singles or in pairs. Unlike some
competitive monitors, the high frequency horn pattern is perfected to
interact properly in pairs, allowing extreme SPL levels while
maintaining superlative gain before feedback.
Clair/LAKE
configuration files are available for single and pair use.
A Clair signature “clam shell” case provides transportation and
protection for a pair of cabinets, and allows for easy one-person
handling and setup.
Designed to withstand the rigors of the road, the CM-22 is
constructed of the finest marine grade Finland birch plywood. The
extensively braced enclosure is engineered for rock-solid rigidity
without adding unnecessary weight. A foam backed, heavy gauge
aluminum grille is rugged enough to withstand virtually any on-stage
abuse, and weather treated transducers ensure reliability in harsh
environmental conditions,
As with all Clair loudspeaker products, the CM-22 is designed,
engineered, and made with pride in the USA.

CM-22 Technical Data
Type

Stage Monitor

Frequency Response 40Hz-18KHz (+/-3dB)

Applications

On-stage monitoring, drum fill, side fill

Coverage Pattern

Rigging Hardware

N/A

H: 50˚
V: 70˚

Compatible With

All Clair loudspeaker systems
Clair Cohesion series subs

Components

LF: (2) 12", neodymium, dual voice coil
HF: (1) 4" diaphragm, 1.5" exit

Amplification

Lab.Gruppen PLM20000Q

Power Rating
(RMS/Peak)

LF: 1400w / 5600w
HF: 75w / 300w

Processing

Proprietary Clair/LAKE®
System Presets available for multiple configurations

Connectors

(1) EP-4 male, (1) EP-4 female

Transportation

Clamshell style road case for two CM-22

Weight

77 lb (35 Kg)

Construction

Premium multi-ply Finland marine plywood
enclosure, extensively braced
Proprietary multi-step epoxy paint process

Dimensions

16.3"(h) x 28.0"(w) x 25.1"(d)
414 x 712 x 638 mm

Wedge Angle

35 degrees
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COHESION CM-14
Compact Stage Monitor
The Cohesion Series CM-14™ is a high output, compact stage
monitor designed for touring applications. Building on more than 50
years of concert touring experience, the Clair CM-14 introduces a
new performance standard in compact monitor wedges.
The CM-14 features a single proprietary 14" neodymium coaxial drive
unit mounted in an optimally tuned and ported enclosure. Special
attention has been given to the floor coupled ports to provide low
frequency impact and extension while minimizing port noise and
compression in high output situations. The CM-14 accurately
reproduces kick drum, bass guitar, and electronic music without the
need for additional subwoofer enclosures.
The high frequency section comprises a 1.3" exit, 3" titanium
diaphragm compression driver mated to a coaxially mounted horn.
Optimized using advanced boundary element modeling methods, the
CM-14 horn provides linear acoustic response while maintaining
precise horizontal and vertical pattern control.
The CM-14 is optimized to be used in single or multiple enclosure
configurations. The high frequency horn pattern is designed to
interact properly in pairs, providing smooth coverage and high gain
before feedback. Amplifier presets are available for either a single
unit or pair of cabinets.
A Clair signature “clam shell” case provides transportation and
protection for a pair of cabinets, and allows for easy one-person
handling and setup.
Designed to withstand the rigors of the road, the CM-14 is
constructed of the finest marine grade Finland birch plywood. The
enclosure is engineered for rock-solid rigidity without adding
unnecessary weight. A cloth backed, heavy gauge aluminum grille is
rugged enough to withstand severe on-stage abuse, and weather
treated transducers ensure reliability in harsh environmental
conditions.
As with all Clair loudspeaker products, the CM-14 is designed,
engineered, and made with pride in the USA.

CM-14 Technical Data
Type

Stage Monitor

Frequency Response 48Hz-17KHz (+/- 3dB)

Applications

On-stage monitoring

Coverage Pattern

Rigging Hardware

N/A

H: 50˚
V: 70˚

Compatible With

Clair CM Series monitors
Clair CP Series subs

Components

LF: (1) 14" Neodymium
HF: (1) 3" Diaphragm, 1.3" Exit

Amplification

Lab.gruppen PLM+ Series

Processing

Proprietary Clair/LAKE®
System Presets available for multiple configurations

Transportation

Clamshell style road case for two CM-14

Construction

Premium Finland marine plywood
Proprietary multi-step epoxy paint process
Powder coated aluminum grill

Power Rating
(RMS/Peak)

500/2000 W

Connectors

(1) EP-4 male, (1) EP-4 female

Weight

49.5 lb (22.5 Kg)

Dimensions

13.8"(h) x 22.0"(w) x 21.5"(d)
351 (h) x 559 (w) x 546 (d) mm

Wedge Angle

35 degrees
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